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RS30

Enterprise Smartphone with an Industrial Design
CipherLab has manufactured the RS30 series to satisfy the needs of the customer-facing mobile
workers in field sales, field service, retail and healthcare industries. The RS30 series touch mobile
computer is a rugged smart device of which the touch-centric user interface is just like any other
smartphone. Additionally, the ruggedness of the RS30 series safely protects its powerful features from
harsh environments. Moreover, the RS30 series is capable of operating over a shift without worrying
about insufficient battery life. Simply put, the RS30 is a full function touch mobile computer which is
designed with the enterprise’ needs in mind.
EXTENDED

series

RS30
Touch Mobile Computer

Touch-centric Experience with
Performance Assurance
The CipherLab RS30 touch mobile computer
is a rugged smartphone with industrial
scanning engine. Its solid protection ensures
worry-free applications in the field. The big
touch screen along with Android operating
system demonstrates the user interface as
familiar as any personal smartphone.
Equipped with versatile reader options,
near field communication and other functions,
the RS30 offers a rugged and intelligent
solution to meet mobile workers’ needs.

The Full Benefits of a Touch-centric
Experience
The RS30 series touch mobile computer is a touch-centric smartphone
with built-in multi-touch panel operating on the Android 4.4 operating
system. This ensures minimal training for the users because the user
experience would be as similar as a personal smartphone. Its high
sensible touch panel supports users’ touch from bare fingertips to latex
gloves. The RS30 series also includes a large 4.7” display which
supports more viewable data to speed up information checking and
responses to customer requests. The RS30 series weighs in at only 260
grams so there are no burdens on users mobility.

Full Protection of Investments with
Industrial Rugged Design
RS30 touch mobile computer is under the full protection of CipherLab’s
rugged designs to safeguard its powerful features. It has an IP54 rating
to safely sustain operation under rain and dust in the field. The
CipherLab RS30 series is capable of sustaining 1.2 m drops and 150
tumbles at 0.5 m. Users also have the choice to equip an optional
protective boot which can advance the RS30’s ruggedness to sustain
1.5 m drops and 500 tumbles at 0.5 m. Moreover, the operating
temperature range of the RS30 is widened compared to typical
smartphones so it could operate efficiently in hot or cold weathers. Its
multi-touch panel is built with Corning® Gorilla® Glass 3 which has high
resistance from scratches. The RS30 can be safely carried around in
pockets along with coins and keys without any worries.

